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          Awarded The Best Confinement Centre In Malaysia
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          We have hosted mums and babies from all over the world.
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      Award Winning Confinement Care Centre in Malaysia
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      Our Confinement Care Services 


      


    


    

      

        


        Professional Baby Care


        Our LYC confinement centre nursery staff are well-trained and experienced in confinement care. We have experience looking after babies and mothers, and strive to provide the best confinement care possible for our mothers and babies.


      


      

        


        In-House Doctors’ Visits


        Our in-house doctors visit mothers and babies weekly in the confinement centre to check-up on our mothers and babies, and are available to answer their questions.


      


      

        


        Strict Covid-19 SOP in our Confinement Centres


        We have implemented stringent Covid-19 SOPs across all our confinement centres since the pandemic hit Malaysia in March 2020. Our teams have put in all their effort to ensure the smooth operations of our confinement centres.


      


    


    

      

        


        Postnatal Wellness Programs


        We own the first and only Japanese Energy Stone Spa in a confinement centre in Malaysia. We also offer Tanamera traditional Malay postnatal treatments in our confinement centre, as well as other wellness services such as hot ginger hair wash, stretch marks laser treatment, professional facial, manicure, and pedicure, to provide the best confinement care for our mothers.


      


      

        


        Delicious Meals by Certified Nutritionists


        We serve 5 delicious and nutritious meals a day specially designed for confinement care and better lactation. Our confinement centres in Malaysia have in-house kitchens staffed with more than 15 experienced chefs, and our daily herbal soup is prepared by TCM doctors with more than 30 years of experience.


      


      

        


        Professional Dietitian for Mothers with Special Health Needs


        We have an in-house professional dietitian to provide dietary support and meal customisation for postnatal mothers with special health needs, as well as one-to-one nutrition counselling.


      


    


    

      

        


        Educational Programs for Mothers and Babies


        We conduct health talks, seminars, workshops and weekly classes by medical professionals to better equip our mothers with the knowledge they need to give the best confinement care to their newborns.


      


      

        


        Postnatal Exercise & Wellness Classes


        We offer specially selected postnatal wellness classes such as Postnatal Yoga, Sound Bath Therapy, and Acupressure Therapy in our confinement centre, to help mothers relax their mind and body for better rest and recuperation during their time in our confinement centre.


      


      

        


        One-to-One Baby Care Classes for Mother and Father


        Our nurses provide individually guided classes for mothers and fathers on baby care, to better prepare them on how to look after the baby after their time in our confinement centre.


      


    


  


  








  

    

      We Are Helping Moms Embrace Motherhood with Our Supportive Confinement Service
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          Postnatal Therapy To Get Back In Shape
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          Proper breastfeeding techniques
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          Meals By Certified Nutritionists
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          Bonding activities with their babies
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          Parenting workshops
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          Spacious & Comfortable Rooms
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              Malaysia’s Award Winning Confinement Centre
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              Taken Care of 600+ newborns
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              5 Star Confinement Care Services
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              24-hour Care for Mum & Child
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              Experienced In-House Confinement Specialist in Malaysia
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              Postnatal Therapy & Yoga


            


          


        


      


    


  







  

    Our Confinement Centre Clients’ Testimonials
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            Pamela Tam
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                  Honestly, I have never imagined that I will spend half of my confinement days at a place like this. My 28 days stay at LYC Mother & Child is great! It is a 5-star confinement place & you really get the 5-star treatments!


                    


                    My room is super comfortable & clean. They clean the room everyday, just like how you stay at the 5-star hotel, I tell you. The food is delicious, makes me fall more in love with “pantang food."  Everyone is so nice & so friendly. They really took a very good care of me & my baby. It's my second time berpantang and I would say it's the best one.


                    


                    I hope to spend my pantang days again at LYC ( probably in 2 years?). Missing everyone of you at LYC Mother & Child Centre.


                  


                  Faralyna Idris
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                  Best in class facilities and the staff are extremely helpful and friendly. Nursery is always on call 24/7 with experienced nurses on standby.


                    


                    Doctors will also do frequent checks on mommy and baby daily.


                    


                    If you are looking to have a peace of mind and privacy, this is the place to be. Each room comes with a dedicated bathroom and husbands are allowed to stay overnight with their wife.


                  Ben Fong
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                  My 28 days here is just like a 5-star vacation, my time passes extremely fast like a blink of an eye.


                    


                    Everyone was so friendly, caring and attentive. I had a really good rest.  As a new mom, I gained lots of knowledge through nurses sharing their experience and classes that they provided. Would like to thank the LYC family for taking good care of me and my baby. Highly recommended to all mummies.


                  Ferlyn
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                  Grateful to have met Dr June who had convinced me to switch to LYC just 2 months before my due date. My husband & I never regretted our decision since! What I love most about our 28 days hassle-free & worry-free stay here is the attentive and top notch services by the entire team, activities to prepare mothers, Tanamera postnatal treatment and well equipped squeaky clean comfortable environment.


                    


                    Also, extremely thankful to have the nursing team to care for mommy and baby especially midwife Sathi & nurse Sue who has shown such passion for their work and helped tremendously during my 1st week to adapt to motherhood and nursing challenges.


                    


                    I will miss all the kind people I've met along the way (staff and other mommies) and 24 hours care given. Surely there are also some room for improvements but their proactiveness in getting feedback made up for it. It doesn't feel like confinement, more like mini family retreat. LYC is definitely the place to pamper mommies for their 9months carrying baby and hard work in labour!


                  Juliet Chan
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                    I am glad that I have made the right decision in choosing LYC Mother & Child Centre for my confinement stay. Of course, this was done after I had surveyed more than 6 to 7 confinement centres based on key criteria like; the nurses' experience in taking care of both my precious little one and I, the serene environment for recuperating, the convenience of attached bathroom, the quality of food served, and many more. It is a truly amazing experience for me.


                      


                      Kudos to the team. For the past one month I had the best 'retreat' a mum could get at LYC. I knew my baby boy is in good hands of nurses with great professionalism and patience. As a first-time mother under their guidance, I've learned the dos and dont's of breastfeeding and neccessary knowledge in taking care of my new born.


                      


                      The stay experience was like a 5-star luxury suite, with frequent doctor visit plus the exclusive post-natal Tanamera Massage which I enjoyed tremendously. My picky taste buds were also accomodated with special requests from time to time as well.


                      


                      I strongly recommend LYC to all mother-to-be. Keep up the good work LYC!
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                  Pamela Tam


                  


                


              


            


          


        


      


    


  







  

    

      Locate Our Confinement Care Centre


      


    


    

      

        

          

            

          


           

            TTDI Confinement Centre


            

            33 rooms
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              Level 2, Podium Block Plaza VADS, 1, Jalan Tun Mohd Fuad, Taman Tun Dr Ismail, 60000 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
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              +603 7733 9222
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              +6012 627 7335
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              enquiry_ttdi@lychealth.com
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              Whatsapp Me


              


          


        


      


      

        

          

            

          


           

            Puchong Confinement Centre


            

            29 rooms
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              B-12 & B13, Block B, Dataran Puchong,Jalan PU 7/1A, Taman Puchong Utama,47140 Puchong, Selangor.
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              +603 8066 3992
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              +6012 568 7335
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              enquiry_puchong@lychealth.com
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              Whatsapp Me


              


          


        


      


      

        

          

            

          


           

            Bukit Jalil Confinement Centre


            

            60 rooms
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              Unit 2-02-01, Ho Hup Tower (Tower 2), Plaza Bukit Jalil, No. 1, Persiaran Jalil 1, Bandar Bukit Jalil, 57000, Kuala Lumpur.
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              +603 5033 2787
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              +6017-3627335
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              enquiry_bukitjalil@lychealth.com
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              Whatsapp Me


              


          


        


      


      

        

          

            

          


           

            Johor Bahru Confinement Centre


            

            71 rooms
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              Level 2, Avenue M, No. 16, Jalan Bertingkat Skudai, Straits View, 80200 Johor Bahru, Johor
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              +607 207 0298
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              +6012 292 7100 (MY)


             

              +65 8031 7346 (SG)
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              enquiry_johorbahru@lychealth.com
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              Whatsapp Me (MY)


             

                Whatsapp Me (SG)


                


          


        


      


    


  







  

    

      

        Follow Us On Facebook & Instagram
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              TTDI Centre


              Level 2, Podium Block Plaza VADS, 1, Jalan Tun Mohd Fuad


                Taman Tun Dr Ismail, 60000 Kuala Lumpur


            


            

              puchong centre


              B-12 & B13, Block B, Dataran Puchong, Jalan PU 7/1A, 


                Taman Puchong Utama, 47140 Puchong, Selangor.


            


            

              bukit jalil Centre


              Unit 2-02-01, Ho Hup Tower (Tower 2), Plaza Bukit Jalil,


                No. 1, Persiaran Jalil 1, Bandar Bukit Jalil, 57000, Kuala Lumpur.


            


            

              Johor Bahru Centre


              Level 2, Avenue M, No. 16, Jalan Bertingkat Skudai,
Straits View, 80200 Johor Bahru, Johor
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                  Thank you! Your submission has been received!
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